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HessAmerica, Griven, and Nordeon to Exhibit at LEDucation
Gaffney, South Carolina – March 4, 2019
HessAmerica, Griven USA, and Nordeon USA, members of the Nordeon Group, will be exhibiting
at LEDucation 2019 in New York on May 12‐13, 2019. The three companies will be exhibiting at
booths 321, 323, and 325 in the Grand Ballroom. Introduced in 2007, LEDucation has become
the largest LED‐only trade show and educational forum in the United States.
HessAmerica, recognized for premium innovative outdoor lighting products with European
styling and design, will be exhibiting outdoor lighting solutions ranging from an exterior rated
EXIT bollard to illuminating columns with multi‐functional lighting and non‐lighting solutions.
Products on display include the multiple award‐winning PORTAL illuminating column and
PORTAL EXIT bollard, as well as CITY ELEMENTS modular light columns and ARINI pole
mounted luminaires. Visit HessAmerica online at https://www.hessamerica.com/Homepage/.
Griven USA, a leader in color‐changing and dynamic white architectural lighting instruments,
will exhibit a number of products including JASPER, a high‐power luminaire for accenting,
spotlighting, or floodlighting of large‐scale areas and architectural elements, RUBY MC
inground luminaire with specialized anti‐slip coating, and the JADE accent luminaire with new
generation white LEDs. The award‐winning EKLIPSE, a diminutive “effects” luminaire designed
to illuminate the inner frames of fenestration and similar architectural elements in RGBW,
dynamic white, or static white LED illumination, will also be in display. Griven USA is online at
http://www.griven-usa.com/.
Nordeon USA, manufacturer of high‐quality indoor luminaires for retail and architectural
applications, will exhibit a variety of products including Hance, an architectural range of track
spotlights which includes one of the smallest line voltage spotlights with an integral driver. Also
being exhibited is Mun Dark, a playful range of indirect wall mounted luminaires in three
diameters for the creative application of light as art; and Baldur, a configurable LED light line
which can integrate linear modules and track luminaires on a single platform. Visit Nordeon
USA online at https://www.nordeon‐usa.com/ for more information.
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